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Mechanical Seal Analysis (MSA) 

Date 1/15/19  Pump Position 593C 

MSA # 2019-001  Seal Manufacturer FSI 

Inquiry # I-19-0004  Seal Model  1030 

Customer Anchor Seals  Shaft Size 1.125” 

Customer Ref # -  Drawing # FSI-2131 

End User USS Clairton Works  Seal Serial # 02208 

Pump House TEC  Inboard Rotary Material Silicon Carbide 

Contact  Jason DiBiase  Inboard Stationary Material Tungsten Carbide 

Phone 412-299-6900  Outboard Rotary Material - 

Salesperson House  Outboard Stationary Material - 

   Elastomers Viton  

 
General Seal Condition 
Seal was returned intact with noticeable product build up around stationary face. Both 
flush ports were plugged. 
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Seal Face Conditions 
Tungsten carbide stationary face was held in gland with caked on product. Even wear 
track was present. 

 

Silicon carbide rotary face shows even wear pattern. 

 

 
 
Elastomers  
All o-rings took a set that conformed to the grooves. 
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Metal Components, Springs, Pins 
Sleeve shows rubbing around part of the OD 

 

Gland Plate shows rubbing on the minor ID where sleeve contacted 

 

Springs showed no sign of fatigue 
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Failure Explanation/Recommendation 
Failure Explanation: The build up around the seal indicates that the seal ran hot. The 
even wear pattern noted on the seal faces showed the pump was running true, 
however, the seal sleeve made contact with gland ID indicating the gland may have 
become loose and dropped. This could have contributed to the heat and the buildup of 
the process around the seal faces.  

Further supporting the heat as the cause of failure, the orings took a set and showed 
signs of degradation.  

Recommendation: Since both Flush ports were plugged, a Plan 11 or 32 is not being used in this 
service. Using a Plan 11 in a standard bore pump helps remove the heat being generated at the seal 
faces and moves liquid through the seal, which helps prevent a buildup of product. 

In addition, make sure seal gland is secured to the stuffing box using the proper torque (20 to 30 ft 
lbs) to prevent the gland from becoming loose and dropping causing contact with the sleeve. 

 


